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15 years of regeneration activity
2,000 new East Manchester properties
99.86% waste diverted from landfill
‘The Way, Beswick’, put 2,000 new properties on the map in a neglected
area of East Manchester. From the start, Lovell brought Kenny Waste
Management on board to make sure that any waste the project generated
would be managed responsibly.
Lovell approached Kenny Waste Management to help service this project,
ensuring that out of 1,711.483 tonnes of waste we removed from their site,
only 0.14% went to landfill.
In 2017, the project had come together with fantastic success, but the
regeneration left Lovell with a dilapidated, 15-year old site cabin filled with
fire doors to properly dispose of.
Fire doors can be recycled as wood, but upcycling is a more responsible
option that’s better for the planet. The old cabin would also need to be
dismantled before its material components could be recycled, costing
valuable resources, time, and effort.
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Committed to DEFRA’s waste hierarchy, Kenny Waste Management
collaborated with Lovell to breathe new life into these waste materials.
Our commitment to treating waste materials as a resource (and a lot of
hard work) resulted in a new communal dining area and 4 tonnes of waste
upcycled for future use.
“This case study showcases the best of both industries, construction
and waste management. By treating waste as a resource, Kenny Waste
Management upcycled a 15-year old site cabin and fire doors from the
previous structures that would have otherwise gone to waste.”
Gemma Tovey, Sustainability Co-ordinator at Lovell

